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Key Messages

 The global economic and financial crisis has proven that the
role of international institutions and public sector export credit
agencies is critical, especially in times of crisis
 ECAs come in a wide variety of models: there is no single
“correct” or “best” model
 Public policy and national interest drivers are important
elements of ECA mandates for public sector and hybrid
models
 Post-crisis, emerging and developing markets have shown
increasing interest in establishing ECA-type entities: More
OIC Member States would benefit

ECA Scope and Mandates

 The “Arrangement on
Officially Supported
Export Credits”, also
known as the
“Consensus” is an
agreement which
addresses a range of
issues related to the
role of ECA’s
 OECD member ECA’s
are major players in
global trade
 Industry groups such as
the Berne Union also
key
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ECA Scope and Mandates

 There is no ideal or optimal global model for an export credit or
export insurance agency
 Scope and mandates must align with the needs and objectives of
the home jurisdiction, and/or with the nature of the ECA involved
(public sector, PPP or private sector, for example)
 ECA mandates and scopes of activity evolve over time, often
influenced by shifting political priorities
 International attention to ensure that ECAs play an appropriate and
equitable role in the support of trade activity, and that they not
provide indirect subsidies
 OECD Arrangement and WTO guidelines can and do influence the
scope, mandate and approaches of ECAs

ECA Scope and Mandates

Source: UK Export Finance

ECA Scope and Mandates

 Will an ECA be an effective partner to trade bankers, or a strong and
credible competitor?
 US Exim Bank has a firm, Congressionally mandated directive to
avoid competing with the private sector – to the point that it will exit
a line of business if a credible private sector provider emerges
 Export Development Canada, which has a strong commercial
orientation, is viewed as both a critical partner and a serious
competitor by the Canadian Banks
 Other leading ECA’s such as Coface, are taking the commercial
orientation to a global scope
 The role and contribution of ECA’s is acknowledged to be very
important to the conduct of global commerce

ECA Scope and Mandates

 ECA’s expanding their view of what should be seen as a “Market
Gap”
 Mandates evolving to incorporate export, import and investment
 Crisis led to expansion of powers for some ECA’s
 IFI’s, likewise, flexing their creativity and financial strength

In some markets, banks that argued against broader involvement of public
sector and IFI entities have come to appreciate and acknowledge the
importance of the role played by these entities

Impact of ECA Support

Short Term Credit Insurance Cover, ECAs

Source: Berne Union

ECAs and Berne Union Member Organizations directly supported and
enabled about 10% of global trade flows in 2012

Sample Role of ECA

Sample Role of ECA
 Support of high-value
service sector trade
 Innovative solution in
financing and trade
finance
 Policy-driven with
market discipline
included in solution
characteristics
 Lending capacity and
tenor notable – up to
70% of contract, to 5
year term

Sample Role of ECA
A proportion of Turk Eximbank’s funds arise from borrowings from
commercial banks and Turk Eximbank is able to indirectly channel part of
the Turkish commercial banks’ reserves to export financing. Discount
programs are another tool used to achieve this aim. In addition, in offering
guarantee schemes to commercial banks, Turk Eximbank is creating a risk
free environment for the banking sector to encourage them to engage
directly in export financing.
Increased Focus on Small and Medium Scale Enterprises…
Turk Eximbank aims to increase the focus of its programs on helping small
and medium scale enterprises (SMSEs). Such enterprises play an
important role in the Government’s strategy, particularly since the
establishment of the Customs Union with the EU. SMSEs usually
experience difficulties in passing the rigid qualification tests for loans, even
if they are fully capable of complying with the terms of their export
contracts. Turk Eximbank, therefore, has placed special importance on
SMSEs in its strategy.
Source: Turk Eximbank

Sample Role of ECA

PT Asuransi Ekspor Indonesia (PERSERO), for example, created an
affiliate entity on the basis of a public/private partnership, to enable
the development and delivery of a wider range of products.
Additionally, the ECA devised another affiliate aiming specifically to
meet the financing and risk mitigation requirements of businesses
and banks seeking to do business on the basis of Islamic Finance
and commercial principles.
Source: Improving the SMEs Access to
Trade Finance
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Developing an ECA

the absence of national ECAs suggests a compelling opportunity to advance
trade, economic growth and development through the establishment of ECA-type
entities where the need is deemed most urgent, and where the economic benefit
can be the most immediate.
A multi-shareholder model such as the one applied to the African Trade
Insurance Agency, where Uganda is a part owner, or the ICIEC, can prove
effective in facilitating the development of ECA entities in a larger number of OIC
Member States.

Source: Improving the SMEs Access to
Trade Finance

Developing an ECA
In
Germany,
Euler
Hermes
Kreditversicherungs-AG
and
PricewaterhouseCoopers
Aktiengesellschaft
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft (PwC AG) have been appointed to manage and handle public
export credit guarantees. They have been mandated to act on behalf and
for account of the Federal Republic of Germany. Since Euler Hermes
Kreditversicherungs-AG is the leading partner in this consortium, the public
export credit insurance policies are often also referred to as "Hermes
Cover".
Source: Heidelberg AG (Printing Solutions) Website

The absence of a fully‐fledged ECA leaves companies at a disadvantage o
n the international stage. This gap can be effectively closed by the co
nception
and
implementation
of
an
Agency
on
Export
Credit and Investment Insurance. Their common aim is to safeguard
and to enhance the competitiveness of national exporters and to diversify
the
local
economy.
Moreover,
it
is
in
exporting
companies, especially in the SME sector where many highly qualified jobs
are created and secured by Export Credit Agencies’ activities.
Source: PWC Aid for Trade Paper, 2011

ECAs and the Market

 ECA’s are under close scrutiny by various NGO’s
 Many adhere to environmental guidelines such as those in the
“Equator Principles”, promote sustainability and CSR (Corporate
Social Responsibility)
 Such initiatives impact financing and can impact trade bankers to
align in order to secure ECA support
 Issues of transparency are also central to ECA business
 Banks are generally looking for ECA’s to complement or partner
 ECA’s often seek a broader mandate
 From straight guarantor to financier and equity investor, the range of
ECA activities varies significantly

ECAs and the Market

 ECAs provide a range of financing and risk mitigation solutions
 Equally importantly for SMEs, they are often also a source of
advisory support and domain expertise
 Leading ECAs provide a wide variety of resources, often at minimal
or no charge, that can be very valuable to SMEs, from market
reports to trade guides, foreign party credit checks to local, inmarket support in international markets
 Often play a critical role in supporting banks and other lenders to be
able to provide trade finance on the basis of ECA support
 Along with IFIs, often lead the way to “Frontier Markets” ahead of
banks and other providers of trade finance

ECAs and the Market

Source: Berne Union

ECAs provide medium and long term financing and risk cover which is often
not available elsewhere

ECAs and the Market

Source: US Eximbank Competitiveness Report 2012

Certain ECAs like US Exim provide long-term direct loans in support of trade.

ECAs and the Market

Source: Berne Union

ECAs provide investment insurance cover in support of FDI activity

ECAs in OIC States
 Opportunity to support
SMEs through
development of ECAs
 National or supranational models
 Funded or backed by
IFIs
 Limited initial mandate,
grow over time
 Support with capacity
development and
technical assistance
 Include “National
Interest” dimension

ECAs in OIC States

Is there an opportunity to build on the creation of the Aman Union, as
a basis for a multilateral solution to ECA needs among OIC Member
States?
What are the strengths of the Aman Union, and what lessons might
be drawn from models and practices of ECAs within and outside of
the OIC Member States, to evolve the organization’s value
proposition?

For Consideration…

 Consider the opportunities in supra-national entities like the Aman
Union and the ICIEC
 Assess the advisability of linking existing and future ECAs’
mandates to public policy objectives related to SMEs
 Envision creative guarantee solutions for non-standard, SMEtargeted lending, such as zero-or low-collateral lending
 Assess the potential in linking ECA activity and solutions to
emerging, SME-focused options like supply chain finance and like
the Bank Payment Obligation
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